Control of mobility in molecular organic semiconductors by dendrimer generation
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Conjugated dendrimers are of interest as novel materials for light-emitting diodes. They consist of a luminescent chromophore at the core with highly branched conjugated dendron sidegroups. In these materials, light emission occurs from the core and is independent of generation. The dendron branching controls the separation between the chromophores. We present here a family of conjugated dendrimers and investigate the effect of dendron branching on light emission and charge transport. We apply a number of transport measurement techniques to thin films of a conjugated dendrimer in a light-emitting diode configuration to determine the effect of chromophore spacing on charge transport. We find that the mobility is reduced by two orders of magnitude as the size of the molecule doubles with increased branching or dendrimer generation. The degree of branching allows a unique control of mobility by molecular structure. An increase in chromophore separation also results in a reduction of intermolecular interactions, which reduces the red emission tail in film photoluminescence. We find that the steady-state charge transport is well described by a simple device model incorporating the effect of generation, and use the materials to shed light on the interpretation of transient electroluminescence data. We demonstrate the significance of the ability to tune the mobility in bilayer devices, where a more balanced charge transport can be achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the nature of charge transport in highly disordered organic semiconductors have experienced a renaissance since the discovery of efficient electroluminescence (EL) in small organic molecules1 and polymers.2 Progress on materials and devices has led to a vast array of electronic and optoelectronic applications.3 Most organic materials have low mobilities in comparison to their inorganic counterparts and, hence, there has been considerable interest in increasing these mobilities to find materials capable of sustaining the currents required for field-effect transistors and organic lasers.4–7 Generally, mobilities in amorphous films of polymers or organic molecules are rather low when compared to crystalline materials. Although there have been attempts to correlate the chemical and physical structure of organic materials with their mobilities, little is known about which of the numerous mechanisms of mobility lowering such as phonon scattering, hopping, or trapping, is the dominant process in common organic EL materials. There is also no clear strategy on how to tune the mobility of organic semiconductors. Conjugated polymers in particular do not lend themselves readily to structural studies due to their inherent disorder, and many previous discussions have hence been based on stochastic models.8,9 The charge-carrier mobility in luminescent polymers is related to the chemical structure of the polymer and the microscopic conformation. Martens, Blom, and Schoo have used the concept of energetic disorder to explain the wide range of mobilities observed in a recent comparison of different PPV-based polymers.10 In contrast, a geometrical model has been invoked to explain the large difference in mobilities between highly disordered materials such as MEH-PPV and more rigid polymers such as polyfluorenes.11

Conjugated dendrimers can consist of an emissive core region and branching units, termed dendrons, of higher band gap that give rise to exciton localization on the core. Emission hence occurs from the core and can be controlled independently of the dendron architecture. We demonstrate below that the dendron periphery of conjugated dendrimers acts as spacers between the emissive units of the molecules, and the number of branching points of the dendrons allows a microscopic control of the interchromophore separation. This control of the interaction between individual chromophores allows an unambiguous study of the effect of molecular arrangement on the transport properties within the organic material. In addition, we find a direct correspondence between the charge transport properties and the photophysical properties.

In this paper, we consider conjugated dendrimers formed from a propellerlike arrangement of a conjugated core and stilbene-based dendrons, where the electron delocalization is broken between the core and the dendron regions by the meta linkages. The degree of branching of the dendron units is described by the dendrimer generation, as seen in Fig. 1 (to be discussed further on). Electroative dendrimers have been studied in a number of contexts12–19 including their use as charge transporting or emissive layers in organic light emitting diodes (LEDs). It has been suggested that the dendrons can act as funnels for excitations, guiding these to the core and, hence, giving strong localization.20 The dendrons can also act as protective shields to the environment. In devices, however, it appears that dendrons can act as insulating spacers between the chromophores.15 Dendrimers can be synthesized in an orderly manner such that the precise structure and molecular weight are known. This is in contrast to some polymers where batch-to-batch variations of the mo-
molecular weight can occur. Batch-to-batch variations in polymer synthesis have been shown to give rise to dramatic variations of device properties, which greatly complicates attempts to relate the chemical structure to the charge transport in polymers. Conjugated dendrimers bridge the gap between small organic molecules and conjugated polymers. The core chromophore unit may be based on either small organic compounds such as porphyrins and anthracene, or oligomer units of commonly used polymers. The dendrimer generation can be exploited as a direct control of the spacing between the core units of the dendrimers.

The effect of chromophore spacing in films of organic materials is of both applied and fundamental interest. In the present case, the degree of dendron branching allows a direct control of this spacing and, hence, the level of intermolecular interaction. The level of interaction between the chromophores is of great importance: on the one hand, an increase in interaction due to a reduction in chromophore spacing is beneficial to the charge transport; on the other hand, interactions can lead to excimer or aggregate formation and luminescence quenching. An investigation of the trade-off between these two competing processes requires a way of controlling the spacing between molecules. Dendrimers provide a unique way of achieving this: by changing the generation, a direct control of the degree of shielding of the chromophore and, hence, the interchromophore spacing is achieved. The hopping distance between molecular sites controls the charge-carrier mobility. This control of mobility can then be used to test an LED device model and also lead to an improved understanding of the turn-on dynamics of LEDs. In the following section, we outline the experimental procedure. The Results section is split into five parts, describing the photophysics, mobility, device modeling, transient EL, and finally, a practical application of the control of mobility to efficient bilayer LEDs.

We employ here oligomer units of the widely used conjugated polymer PPV to investigate the effect of spacing between chromophores that is controlled by the dendrimer generation. The structures of the dendrimers studied of generation 0 to 3 are given in Fig. 1. Three distyrylbenzene units are grouped around a nitrogen atom, which, according to x-ray crystallography data on triphenylamines, should be in a nonplanar configuration. Stilbene units form the dendrons which are meta linked with respect to the distyrylbenzene and do not allow for electron delocalization from the core to the dendrons. t-Butyl surface groups terminate the dendrons and control the solubility of the material.

II. EXPERIMENT

The dendrimers are readily soluble in organic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran, toluene, and chloroform. Films were spin coated from tetrahydrofuran solutions of concentration 10 mg/ml. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured under excitation from an Argon-ion laser at 351.1 and 363.8 nm using a charge-coupled device (CCD) spectrometer. Charge transport in the dendrimers was studied in films of thicknesses of typically 100 to 200 nm by time-of-flight (TOF), current-voltage measurements, and transient EL. TOF measurements and transient EL measurements were performed on films spin coated on an indium tin oxide (ITO) layer and coated with an evaporated 15 nm-thick rhodamine 6 G charge generation layer. Evaporated aluminum electrodes of area 1 mm² were used. Charge carriers were generated with a 10 ns laser pulse from a Nd:Yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser driving an optical parametric oscillator at an output wavelength of 555 nm. The ITO electrode was negatively biased so that holes generated in the rhodamine 6 G layer traversed the dendrimer film to be annihilated at the ITO electrode, whereas electrons were rapidly removed from the device by the aluminum anode. The photocurrent transients, which hence correspond to hole currents, were measured using a storage oscilloscope.

Single-layer LEDs were fabricated on patterned ITO substrates etched in hydrochloric acid and cleaned in ultrasonic baths of acetone and subsequently 2-propanol. The counter electrode was aluminum (2 mm²) in the case of devices consisting of a single organic layer. Devices used in the study of single-layer current-voltage characteristics and device efficiency contained a PEDOT hole injecting layer between the dendrimer and the ITO. PEDOT was spin coated from tetrahydrofuran solutions of concentration 10 mg/ml. Photoluminescence spectra of zeroeth (G0) and third (G3) generation dendrimers in film and tetrahydrofuran solution are shown in the following section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Control of intermolecular interactions

The PL spectra of zeroeth (G0) and third (G3) generation dendrimers in film and tetrahydrofuran solution are shown in Fig. 2.
The photophysical properties presented above are a piece of evidence that the group of materials used here allows a direct control of the level of interaction between chromophores by spacing them further apart with increasing dendrimer generation. As will be seen in the following, there is a direct correspondence between the reduction in intermolecular interaction and the reduction in charge-carrier mobility of the material.
The mobility values are shown in Fig. 5 for the four generations of the dendrimer as a function of the applied field. The lines correspond to mobility values derived from the fits in Fig. 3, as discussed in the following section. As the generation increases, the charge-carrier mobility is reduced by almost two orders of magnitude, showing a clear correlation between the degree of dendron branching and the charge-carrier mobility. Also, the mobility shows an increase with the electric field of the Poole-Frenkel form characteristic of transport in disordered systems. We find that as the generation increases, the dielectric strength of dendrimer films increases, which defines the range of fields that may be applied to the films. In the low-field region the instrumental sensitivity poses limits on the measurable transit time, which explains the absence of lower-field values for G2 and G3. As the dendrimers become considerably larger with generation, the chromophore spacing increases with generation due to the increased fraction of insulating dendron units in the film. The situation resembles the case of molecularly doped polymers: the core of the dendrimer can be likened to the guest dopant dispersed in a host of stilbene dendrons. However, the generation of the dendrons provides a way of controlling the concentration in a much more orderly manner, without the danger of phase segregation.

The above experimental mobility values are found to scale with the dendrimer hydrodynamic radius $R$ estimated from gel permeation chromatography according to $\mu \propto R^2 e^{-2R/R_0}$, where $R_0$ is a characteristic hopping distance and $2R$ corresponds to the minimum separation between two adjacent chromophores. This scaling is seen in Fig. 6. Such a dependence of mobility on intersite separation, which is a signature of polaronic hopping transport, has been observed by Gill in molecularly doped polymers, where the distance $R$ is defined by the dopant concentration in the blend. A value of 0.39 nm is found here for $R_0$ from the mobility measurements, which compares to 0.5 nm for trinitrofluorenone poly-vinylcarbazole blends.

The inverse of the external quantum efficiency is also plotted in the same scaling in Fig. 6, yielding an $R_0$ of 0.45 nm, which is very close to the scaling of the mobility. The remarkable similarity of scaling suggests that the increase in efficiency with increasing generation is due primarily to a reduction in hole mobility. However, the increase in efficiency suggests that there is no corresponding reduction in electron mobility. It appears that the effect of the increased separation between chromophores on the electron current is more complicated due to the possibility of electron trapping resulting from the differences in the core and dendron lowest unoccupied molecular orbital levels. One interpretation of the correlation between increased efficiency and reduced hole mobility is that electrons are more readily trapped on the chromophores than holes, as has previously been suggested for PPV-based devices. The device operation may be understood in terms of mobile holes meeting up with trapped electrons. Although the device operation involves many factors, the scaling of mobility and efficiency with...
dendrimer radius provides evidence that for the case of aluminum electrodes the efficiency is determined by the reciprocal of the hole mobility.

C. Device model

We move on now to discuss a numerical model of the observed device properties. Conjugated dendrimers provide ideal systems in which to study the microscopic nature of charge transport in organic semiconductors. The control of mobility can be used to test device models that describe the operation of polymer LEDs.21,29,38–41 A model that has been widely used was developed by Davids, Campbell, and Smith.38 It uses a combination of thermionic emission and tunneling currents to describe the injection of charge carriers over a barrier that then give the charge-carrier density at the electrode. The coupled Poisson, drift and continuity equations are then solved across the device using a field dependent mobility of the form \( \mu(E) = \mu_0 e^{-\mu_0 E / E_0} \), where \( \mu_0 \) and \( E_0 \) relate to material parameters. Good quality fits have previously been achieved with this model and mobility parameters determined in MEH-PPV devices were found to agree well with those obtained from TOF measurements on the identical structure at room temperature.29 We have previously described a modification of this model to calculate the temperature dependence of LEDs, as well as the effect of oxidation on the mobility.39 In the following, we use the model to investigate the properties of the dendrimer LEDs. As seen in Fig. 3, current-electric field characteristics of devices of different generations with ITO/PEDOT and aluminum electrodes move to higher fields with increasing generation. The lines in Fig. 3 show model fits to the data using the barrier height and the parameters \( \mu_0 \) and \( E_0 \) as fitting parameters. The fits qualitatively follow the shape of the current-voltage characteristics and quantitatively describe the measured current. At lower fields, there are some deviations due to the influence of space charge on carrier injection, which is not incorporated into the model. The feature at 0.4 MV/cm in G0 is associated with relatively poor stability and was observed for a number of G0 devices, but not for higher generation LEDs. The model fitting parameters are summarized in Table I.

Remarkably, the obtained mobility values of the form given by the above equation agree very well with the values determined through TOF, as is seen in Fig. 5. This is good evidence that the model gives a qualitatively useful and reasonable description of the physical processes involved in device operation for these molecules. The barrier height is determined as \( \sim0.47 \) eV, which is a reasonable value for hole injection into a green-blue emitter on a PEDOT layer.42,43

### Table I. Fitting parameters obtained by fitting to IV characteristics in Fig. 3 using the device model (Ref. 39).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G0</th>
<th>G1</th>
<th>G2</th>
<th>G3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier height (eV)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_0 ) (cm²/Vs)</td>
<td>( 5.1 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>( 3.4 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>( 6.2 \times 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>( 5.5 \times 10^{-9} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_0 ) (V/cm)</td>
<td>( 7.3 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>( 9.6 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>( 2.1 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>( 3.3 \times 10^4 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of the barrier height obtained in the fits is effectively independent of generation, which suggests that injection takes place into the core of the dendrimer. The electronic properties of the core, hence, remain unaffected by further branching of the dendrons. This was confirmed by electrochemistry, where the same oxidation potential was observed for all four dendrimers. Cyclic voltammetry was performed on dendrimer solutions of concentration 1.0 mmol/l in tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 mol/l) in dichloromethane. Previous measurements on related compounds also showed that the dendrimer generation had little effect on the \( E_{1/2} \) of the core.35 As seen in Fig. 7, the oxidation traces show very little dependence on generation. The \( E_{1/2} \) points, which are defined as the midpoints between the cathodic and anodic peaks, were found to be 800 mV [relative to Ag/AgCl/3M NaCl (Ref. 35)] for all four generations. This demonstrates clearly that the energy levels of the chromophore remain unaffected by further branching of the dendrons. The results obtained from cyclic voltammetry are, hence, in excellent agreement with our model calculations on dendrimer LEDs, demonstrating that the barrier to injection is independent of dendrimer generation.

In summary, we have shown that by controlled variation of a device parameter, namely the mobility, the parameter space of physical models for LEDs may be explored in a further dimension, alongside the barrier height,40 intense electrical operation,41 photo-oxidation,39 and temperature.39

D. Turn-on dynamics of LEDs

Our control of the mobility can also be used to understand the processes involved in pulsed operation of LEDs. The origin of the delay and rise time of EL in LEDs is currently a matter of debate: it has been proposed that it is due to the charge-carrier mobility;44–47 a signature of dispersive transport;48 or merely the buildup of space charge in the device.49 In contrast, optical measurements of the charge carrier density in LEDs were found not to correlate with results.
The analysis of a transient EL signal is shown in Fig. 8 on a logarithmic scale. A typical transient of a G1 LED driven for 3.5 \mu s at an electric field of 2.5 MV/cm is shown in the lower inset. (Note that this field is larger than the field in Fig. 3 due to the absence of the PEDOT layer.) There is a slight shift towards longer delay times with increasing generation. Following the analysis of Pinner, Friend, and Tessler, it should be possible to determine a mobility from the intersection of the two straight lines describing the initial rise and the more gradual approach to the final value of luminescence, as shown in Fig. 8 and marked by \( \tau \). As the generation number is increased, this time \( \tau \) increases by less than a factor of 2, in contrast to the two orders of magnitude observed in the transient photocurrent measurements. Also, a reduction in temperature (not shown) was found to have no systematic effect on the transient response, with the change in \( \tau \) less than a factor of two over the temperature range from 300 to 80 K. As the mobility is strongly thermally activated, a delay time governed by the mobility would be expected to increase by orders of magnitude with decreasing temperature, as has been shown (for example) in the polymer MEH-PPV, but is not observed here.

A further analysis of transient EL data is shown in the upper inset of Fig. 8 for a 1 ms pulse at a field of 1.8 MV/cm. Following Blom and Vissenberg, the transit time can be interpolated from the integral of the light emission. Blom and Vissenberg have used this analysis to conclude that the transport is dispersive and mobility values cannot be deduced from the transient EL. However, comparisons with photocurrent transients are not given. We find, as above, that the increase with generation is only by roughly a factor of 2, which is incompatible with the 2 orders of magnitude change in transit time seen in the transient photocurrent. This result shows that there are great dangers involved in attempting to deduce transit times and mobility values from transient EL and that due to the presence of both charge carriers, as well as injecting contacts and possible trapping sites, transient EL is an inherently complicated process. A possible qualitative explanation of the present observations is that the response of LEDs to a voltage pulse is primarily due to space charge and trapping effects that appear to give rise to a virtually mobility independent recombination time of the fastest charge carriers.

Dispersion apparently plays an important role, but the absence of any strong variation of transit time with generation in Fig. 8 in comparison to the change of mobility with generation as seen in Fig. 5 suggests that transient EL should be seen as a macroscopic probe of the device properties rather than a microscopic probe of the mobility. To this end, it is important to note that despite the low mobilities observed in these materials, EL turn on is seen within 1 \mu s for all materials, which demonstrates that these materials are suited to passive matrix display applications.

E. Balancing mobilities in bilayer devices

Our dendrimer system provides an elegant way of tuning the mobility without changing the energy gap of the material. This is achieved in a single molecule without the need for dilution and associated problems of phase segregation. The dendrimer family, hence, lends itself ideally as an emissive or nonemissive transport layer to multilayer LEDs. We explored this by vacuum depositing an electron transporting layer (50 nm) of either Alq3 or PBD on top of the dendrimer (~80 nm) and completing the device with an evaporated magnesium-aluminum cathode. For devices containing Alq3, emission was seen from this layer, whereas for the PBD device dendrimer luminescence was observed. As is seen in the device characteristics in Fig. 9, the choice of both hole transporter, as well as electron transporter, has substantial impact on the device operation. The maximal sustainable current was measured for the Alq3 device with the G0 dendrimer, which also exhibited the lowest turn-on voltage. Using the G3 dendrimer resulted in a decrease in current and a slight increase in efficiency. In contrast, the PBD devices supported less current than the single-layer device, although light emission was observed above a bias of 6 V in all cases. Again, the G3 device current was reduced with respect to the
FIG. 9. Current voltage and brightness voltage for single layer and bilayer devices with MgAl electrodes. (a) G0/Alq3, (b) G3/Alq3, (c) G3, (d) G0/PBD, (e) G3/PBD.

G0 device, but the light output closely followed that of the single-layer device. The net result for bilayer devices containing the G3 dendrimer is a much improved device efficiency at very low brightnesses, which we estimate to be in the order of 1 Cd/A. Due to the low lying highest occupied molecular orbital level of PBD with respect to that of the dendrimer and the low charge-carrier mobility in the dendrimer, strong carrier confinement of charge carriers at the interface between the two materials is achieved. At higher brightnesses, the G3/PBD device was found to have an external quantum efficiency of approx. 0.4% (1 Cd/A). This application demonstrates that tuning of the mobility is an extremely useful property in order to construct well-balanced devices.
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